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ABOUT THE EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING. Brochure.


ACTFL Membership Categories for 69-70. Memorandum.

Ager, D.E., TECHNIQUES IN ADVANCED LANGUAGE TEACHING. ERIC ED 021 509 (HC).


Allen, Virginia Garibaldi, Comp. NEW DIMENSIONS IN THE TEACHING OF FLES. Indiana Language Project, 69.


AMERICAN COUNCIL ON GERMAN STUDIES, Brochure.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR FOREIGN STUDY, Information for Teachers, 1969.


ARCACHON (FRANCE) SUMMER FRENCH PROGRAM, ACTFL, 70. Information.

"Are Today's Adolescents 'Dropping Out' Without Leaving School?" EDUCATION USA, Previews, March, 70.

ARIZONA ASSOC. OF STUDENTS OF GERMAN, Explanatory Letters.

ARTES LATINAE, TEACHER'S MANUAL FOR, LEVEL I.

ARTES LATINAE, UNIT TESTS FOR LEVEL ONE, Units 2-30.


AVERAGE SIZE, HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES, BY DEPARTMENTS, Oct. 1,69 . TPS.

Babin, Patrick, BILINGUALISM, A BIBLIOGRAPHY, 68. ERIC ED 023 097 (HC).

Barrutia, Richard, OVERCOMING CULTURAL BARRIERS, 67. ERIC ED 019 901 (HC).

Barrutia, Richard A., A SUGGESTED AUTOMATED BRANCH PROGRAM FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES, 64. ERIC ED 022 407 (HC).

Bartley, Diana E., A PILOT STUDY OF APTITUDE AND ATTITUDE: FACTORS IN LANGUAGE DROP-OUT. ERIC ED 028 672 (HC).

791. BILINGUAL BYLINES (Reports of Bilingual Programs).


794. Blossom, Grace A., LANGUAGE: BRIDGE OR BARRIER?

795. Bockman, John F., A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EVALUATIONS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING POTENTIAL BY APTITUDE BATTERY, TWO TEACHER EVALUATIONS AND STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION, 68. ERIC ED 028 673 (HC).

796. Bockman, John F., EVALUATION OF A PROJECT: INDEPENDENT FL STUDY USING PROGRAMMED MATERIALS BY SELECTED 8TH GRADERS AT TJHS. (Contains summary of ideas in lieu of complete transcription of interviews.)

797. Bockman, John F., AN EXPERIMENT IN INDEPENDENT FL STUDY, an article for the AFLTA FORUM.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>Carroll, John B., &quot;Foreign Languages for Children--What Research Says&quot; MLA, 60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808</td>
<td>Carroll, John B., MEMORANDUM: ON NEEDED RESEARCH IN THE PSYCHOLINGUISTIC AND APPLIED PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE TEACHING, FL Annals, Vol. 1, No. 3, Mar., 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>CARSON READING STUDY, Tucson Public Schools, Research and Development Dept., 1968-69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811</td>
<td>CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, Descriptive Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>CENTRES D'ETUDES FRANCAISES ASSOCIES, Atlanta. Descriptive Literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814</td>
<td>Chapman, Reuben E., TRAINING THE INNOVATIVE AGENT, 68., ERIC ED 024 291 (HC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>Clark, William H., &quot;First-Year College German Thro Programmed Instruction: Five Years' Experience,&quot; from DIE UNTERRICHTSPRAXIS, Fall 69. (U. of Roch.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>A Description of the College Board SUPPLEMENTARY ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
<td>COMPUTERS: NEW ERA FOR EDUCATION? Education U.S.A. Special Report, 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821</td>
<td>&quot;The Concept of 'Accountability' Has Been Adopted by USOE's Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,&quot; WASHINGTON MONITOR Supplement to EDUCATION USA, Dec. 22, 69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822</td>
<td>CONFERENCE CHECK LIST, Arizona State Department of Public Instruction, 67.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>823</td>
<td>CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR ADULTS, GUIDELINES FOR SELF-EVALUATION, Developed by The National Association for Public School Adult Education, NEA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>COURSES FOR FOREIGNERS IN FRANCE, 68-69. Cultural Services of the French Embassy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


829. Cox, Joan, CHINESE PROGRAMMED MATERIALS. Samples. 69.


834. Dammer, Paul E. and Others, FLES--A GUIDE FOR PROGRAM REVIEW, 68. ERIC ED 020 708 (HC).


836. DESIGNING AND USING LANGUAGE LABORATORIES AND OTHER AV AIDS, Report of the Participant Committee, NDEA FL Leadership Institute, CWSC, Summer 67.


839. "District 1 Adopts Open Enrollment Policy," TUCSON DAILY CITIZEN, Nov. 19, 1969 and related story from TUCSON'S ARIZONA DAILY STAR.


841. "District 1 Race Data Criticized," TUCSON DAILY STAR, Feb. 20, 70.

842. DROPOUT PREVENTION PROGRAM, TITLE VIII, ESEA, Sept. 30, 68.

843. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN, TPS, Palo Verde High School, 65.


845. EDP AND THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR, American Assoc. of School Administra-

tors, 67.

847. ELC REPORTS, Exploratory Learning Center, Tucson Public Schools
848. ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH CURRICULA, Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (1959), Report of Working Committee III.
849. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN FRANCE. French Cultural Services.
851. ENROLLMENT COMPARISONS, 1969-1970. TPS.
852. Ervin-Tripp, Susan, BECOMING A BILINGUAL, 68. ERIC ED 016 786 (HC).
854. Everett, John R., "The Decentralization Fiasco and Our Ghetto Schools."
855. EXCUSES FOR A CLOSED MIND, N. Y. Chapter, American Society Training Directors, Adaptation.
856. EXPLANATION OF THE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM. TPS, Department of Adaptive Educational Planning, 70.
859. Fierros, Mario, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR SPANISH, Cortez High School, Phoenix, 69.
860. Fifield, Ruth, Comp., ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE BIBLIOGRAPHY. 68. ERIC ED 024 513 (HC).
863. FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANNALS, Nos. 1 and 2, Oct. 67 and Apr. 67.
864. THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION CENTER, The University of Texas at Austin (brochure).
865. FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. REPORTS OF WORKING COMMITTEES, NEC, 68.
868. FOREIGN LANGUAGES, State of Alabama, State Dept. of Ed., Fall 68.
870. The FL Textbook Selection Dilemma -- Transparency Masters.
872. FORUM, Vol. XIII, Nos. 1,2; Vol. XIV, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4; Vol. XV, Nos. 2, 3, 4; Vol. XVI, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4; Vol. XVII, Nos. 1, 2, 3, University Department of Romance Languages and Literatures.
873. FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT, 1967-68, Harvard University, Program on Technology and Society.
875. FRENCH AWARDS, Alliance Francaise, 1969, TPS.
876. FRENCH FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, N. Y. State Syllabus, 60.
878. FROEHLCHE WEIHNACHTEN. German Christmas recipes. Flowing Wells High School, German Classes, 69.
879. THE GADFLY, Vol. 1, No. 1, No. 2; Vol. 2, No. 1.
880. Gaarder, A. Bruce, "Beyond Grammar and Beyond Drills." FLAnnals, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Dec., 67).
883. Gardner, R. C., ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION: THEIR ROLE IN SECOND-LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, 68. ERIC ED 024 035 (HC).
886. GENERAL REPORT, TPS, Instruction and Curriculum Sub-committee, Committee of 100, 66.

888. Glatthorn, Allan A. and Others, ON THEIR OWN, A HANDBOOK OF INDEPENDENT STUDY, 66. ERIC ED 011 132 (HC).


890. Gordon, Raymond L., CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCES WHICH INHIBIT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN AMERICANS AND COLUMBIANS, 68. ERIC ED 023 337 (HC).


897. Guba, Egon, A MODEL OF CHANGE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 68. ERIC ED 028 497 (HC).

898. GUIDELINES FOR CORE CURRICULUM CONSTRUCTION (Source Unknown).


901. Hagiwara, M. Peter, PLACEMENT TEST IN FRENCH, 68. ERIC ED 019 020 (HC).


905. "High School Activists Tell What They Want," NATION'S SCHOOLS, Vol. 82, No. 6, Dec., 68.


908. Hok, Ruth, "Oral Exercises: Their Type and Form," MLJ, Vol. XLVIII, No. 4, Apr., 64.

909. Hooker, David M., CHINESE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION IN TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS--INDEPENDENT STUDY, 68. ERIC ED 019 658 (HC).


911. HOW TO SPLICE MAGNETIC TAPE.

912. HOW TO WRITE THOSE HARD-TO-WRITE LETTERS, IBM.


914. HUMAN RELATIONS INSTITUTE IN MEXICAN CULTURE, NCCJ and Univ. of The Americas, 1969.

915. Imhoof, Maurice, CONTROLLING CULTURAL VARIATIONS IN THE PREPARATION OF TESOL MATERIALS, 68. ERIC ED 020 517 (HC).


917. "Individualization Breakthrough Announced," EDUCATION USA, Feb. 2, 70.

918. INTER-SCHOOL TEACHER VISITATION, TPS Bulletin, 64.

919. INDIVIDUALIZED FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM, WEST BEND (WIS.) HIGH SCHOOL, An Outline of Objectives, Procedures, and Emphasis. Project No. 0634-0 Title III, ESEA.

920. INDIVIDUALIZED PRESCRIBED INSTRUCTION, BIBLIOGRAPHY.

921. "IPI Expands to 69 More Schools," EDUCATION USA, 9-29-69.

922. AN INFORMAL INTRODUCTION TO VOUS ET MOI BY REMUNDA CADOUX. Invitation au Francais Series, 70.

923. INJUSTICES IN THE EDUCATION OF MEXICAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN IN ARIZONA, Mexican-American Advisory Committee, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Arizona, 70.

925. INTERACTION ANALYSIS WORKSHOPS, Descriptive Literature. Association for Productive Teaching.


928. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION, INC. (Vacation in Germany: Study Tour for Teachers and Students)

929. INTERPRETIVE STUDIES OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: SPECIFICATIONS AND CRITERIA FOR REVIEW (Announcement of interest in receiving proposals) U.S. Dept. of HEW.

930. INTOUREX, Gasthaus Tours of Germany for Students and Teachers.


933. JOB CORPS INFORMATION.

934. JOB DESCRIPTION FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN AND SUPERVISORS, Participants' Comm. Report, NDEA FL Leadership Institute, CWSC, Summer 67.


936. Kay, J.B., A CLASSIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR RECORDED FOREIGN LANGUAGE TAPES, 67. ERIC ED 019 904 (HC).

937. Kay, Paul and Others, PROPOSAL FOR A CENTER FOR LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR RESEARCH, 67. ERIC ED 019 654 (HC).

938. Kuhn, Ed., THE USE OF SEMI-INDEPENDENT STUDY METHODS IN CHEMISTRY TO RETAIN ABOVE-AVERAGE BUT SLOW-STARTING STUDENTS AND TO ALLOW THE THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF TOPICS OF PARTICULAR INTEREST. TPS, Catalina High School, 70.

939. Lane, Harlan, ON THE NECESSITY OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SPEAKING AND LISTENING, 68. ERIC ED 021 221 (HC).

940. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT, Selected Papers from a Ford Foundation Conference on the State of the Art, 68.

941. LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS, Descriptive Literature.

943. LATIN FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, State of Indiana, Dept. of Public Instruction, 63.


945. LEARNING CENTERS: METHODS AND MEDIA. Bibliography. SRA.


948. MUSICAL EDUCATORS NATIONAL CONFERENCE, Program. Chicago, Mar. 6, 70. Los Payadores de Pueblo.

949. McCanne, Row, APPROACHES TO FIRST GRADE ENGLISH READING INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN FROM SPANISH-SPEAKING HOMES, 66. ERIC ED 019 155 (HC).


952. "Malnutrition Problem Among Papagos," TUCSON DAILY CITIZEN, Feb. 20, 70. (Malnutrition and Intelligence).


955. "Mexico City Study Shows Relation Between Malnutrition and Intelligence," ARIZONA DAILY STAR, Jan. 20, 70.

956. MINORITY GROUP EDUCATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION, lists of members, appointed by State Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Arizona, 69.

958. MLA, Selective List of Materials for Use by Teachers of Modern Foreign Languages in Elementary and Secondary Schools, 62 - French.

959. MODERN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, Monograph No. 3, Dept. of Foreign Languages, Garden City High School, New York, 58.

960. NATIONAL CARL SCHURZ ASSOCIATION, Descriptive Literature.

961. NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE SUPPORT OF EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION, Miscellaneous Information.

962. NATIONAL FEDERATION OF STUDENTS OF GERMAN. Brochure and Club Application Blank, 69.
963. Nostrand, Howard Lee, REPORT OF HOWARD LEE NOSTRAND, CHAIRMAN OF THE
1967-68 COMMITTEE ON A LEVEL-II STANDARD FOR UNDERSTANDING OF THE SOCIO-
CULTURAL CONTEXT, 68. ERIC ED 020 709 (HC).

964. "One School Board's Policy on School Dissent," EDUCATOR'S DISPATCH,
August, 69.


967. "Performance Contracting as Catalyst for Reform," EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY,
August 69.

968. PHILOSOPHY, GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 3rd Ed., EPIC Evaluation Center, Tucson, Az.

969. PIMA COLLEGE PERSPECTIVES.

970. Pimsleur, Paul, SPEAK AND READ MODERN GREEK. One set Listening Compre-
hension Test Answer Booklets; one set Reading Comprehension Test Answer
Booklets; one scoring key; three manuals to accompany taped program.

971. PLAN FOR A FACULTY COUNCIL, TPS, Committee of 14.


HOUSE, Vol. 44, No. 5, Jan. 70.

975. A PREVIEW OF PIMA COLLEGE.

976. PROCEEDINGS OF THE TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS SEMINAR ON INDEPENDENT STUDY
PROGRAMS, TPS, 70.


978. A PROGRAM TO DEVELOP BILINGUAL AND BICULTURAL SKILLS THROUGH THE TEACHING
OF SPANISH TO THE SPANISH-SPEAKING....with a Pilot Project in Tucson,
Arizona, 66.

979. PROPOSAL FOR DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING IN MATHEMATICS, Palo Verde High
School, 69.

980. PROPOSAL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION, TPS, 70.

981. "Public Education Losing Confidence of People--Allen," TUCSON DAILY
CITIZEN, Nov. 19, 69.

982. PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST TO TEACHERS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES FROM THE
MATERIALS CENTER, 62 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10011.

983. EL PUEBLO, Tucson, Arizona, Bilingual Weekly Newspaper, 69.

-56-